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              [image: Selfie photo of Danielle Johnson.]  
For Subscribers
   Mother who pushed kids from moving car, killed partner was astrology influencer disturbed by eclipse  
 
Danielle Johnson, who killed her partner and pushed her children out of a moving car, was an astrology influencer who posted about being afraid of the solar eclipse. 


 

                     [image: A firefighter watches a flames approach the Mandeville Canyon neighborhood during the Getty fire, Monday, Oct. 28, 2019, in Los Angeles, Calif. (AP Photo/ Christian Monterrosa)]  
    Upscale Westside L.A. neighborhoods hit very hard by State Farm home insurance cancellations   
 


    
                 [image: Taylor Swift doesn't disclose her songs' subjects, but it's easy to connect the dots. "Dear John" puts her former relationship with John Mayer under the microscope.]  
    Taylor Swift at Coachella? These are the 3 sets where our experts think she could appear  
 


    
                 [image: UC Berkeley Chancellor Rich Lyons at home in the Berkeley Hills]  
    UC Berkeley insider known for questioning the status quo is named new chancellor  
 


    
                   
                           [image: Fans cheer as Iowa's Caitlin Clark arrives for the NCAA Women's championship basketball game against South Carolina]  
    The Caitlin Clark show is coming to the WNBA: 36 of Fever’s 40 games will be on national TV  
 


    
                 [image: SANTA MONICA, CA - APRIL 5, 2024 - - Shoppers make their way into the 99 Cent Only store in Santa Monica on April 5, 2024. The stores will be closing soon. (Genaro Molina/Los Angeles Times)]  
 For Subscribers
   99 Cents Only was an L.A. icon. Inside the fall of the popular chain  
 


    
                 [image: ARCHIVO - El secretario de Seguridad Nacional de Estados Unidos, Alejandro Mayorkas, testifica en el Capitolio, el 8 de noviembre de 2023, en Washington. (AP Foto/Alex Brandon, archivo)]  
    Impeached Homeland Security secretary navigates working with Republicans who want him out  
 


    
                 [image: 1877, Mitchell Map of Arizona and New Mexico. (Photo by: Sepia Times/Universal Images Group via Getty Images)]  
    William Howell wrote Arizona’s 1864 abortion ban. He modeled it on California’s  
 


    
           
                            A California border town’s first transgender mayor faces recall. Is gender the reason?  
 


  
          Two women walking near the Venice canals were clubbed from behind, spurring LAPD patrols  
 


  
          Cornel West selects L.A. professor and activist Melina Abdullah as presidential running mate  
 


  
          Why Biden is getting little credit for the economy, especially in California  
 


  
   
  

      Trending
  
 	         [image: Redondo Beach, CA - April 09: A small candle memorial out front of where woman crashed her Porsche into a tree near the corner of PCH and Vincent Street in front of Saint James Catholic Church in Redondo beach, killing herself, this was after she killed her husband and left her two kids on the freeway. Police spent Monday following a bizarre and tragic trail of violence that left the dead and injured bodies of a Woodland Hills family scattered across Los Angeles County. The horror began with a woman killing her husband at their Valley home, abandoning her two small daughters on the 405 Freeway - one of whom died - and then fatally crashing her car into a tree in Redondo Beach, according to a law enforcement source who was not authorized to speak publicly about the investigation. Photo taken in in Redondo Beach Tuesday, April 9, 2024. (Allen J. Schaben / Los Angeles Times)]  
    An L.A. family horror: Children pushed out of moving car on 405, mother dead, partner fatally stabbed  
 



	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - Motor traffic jams World Way at Tom Bradley International Terminal at LAX on Wednesday, Dec. 27, 2023. Travel experts say this weekend will produce a surge in air passengers as people head home from their holiday trips. (Luis Sinco / Los Angeles Times)]  
    LAX’s already-miserable traffic is expected to get a lot worse this week. Here’s what to know  
 



	         [image: A woman gathers possessions to take before a homeless encampment was cleaned up in San Francisco, Tuesday, Aug. 29, 2023. Cities across the U.S. are struggling with and cracking down on tent encampments as the number of homeless people grows, largely due to a lack of affordable housing. Homeless people and their advocates say sweeps are cruel and costly, and there aren't enough homes or beds for everyone. (AP Photo/Jeff Chiu)]  
    California spent billions on homelessness without tracking if it worked  
 





  
             [image: Front Page of Today's L.A. Times]  
    Read today’s eNewspaper  
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      Breaking News  
  
 	    Galaxy’s Joseph Paintsil called racial slur on social media after El Tráfico match with LAFC  
 



	    Summer heat won’t last: Another cold, wet storm set to hit SoCal this weekend  
 



	    A truck and a large chain: Thieves make off with Pasadena’s bronze light poles   
 



	    Plan accordingly: These four Disneyland rides will be closed in coming weeks   
 



	    Federal EPA limits toxic ‘forever chemicals’ in drinking water  
 





  
  

      
             Best Cookbooks for Spring
  
   	           [image: WASHINGTON, DC - Joan Nathan in her kitchen in Washington, DC photographed on April 3, 2024. Deb Lindsey/For The Times]  
    Joan Nathan is more than a Jewish cookbook writer. Her new memoir reveals why   
 


  
	           [image: Sara Kramer and Sarah Hymanson, right, and a table of fruits and vegetables, left.]  
    Want to cook vegetables better? The new Kismet cookbook shows us how  
 


  
	           [image: LOS ANGELES , CA - MARCH 15: Karla Vasquez poses in the LA Times test kitchen on Friday, Mar. 15, 2024 in Los Angeles , CA. (Katrina Frederick / For The Times)]  
    A Salvadoran cookbook from a major publisher is finally here. Why did it take so long?  
 


  
	           [image: Nancy Silverton dusts croissants with powdered sugar]  
    If you love cookbooks, come see us at the L.A. Times Festival of Books  
 


  

    
              [image: Los Angeles, CA - February 28: Michael Lockshin, a Russian-American film director who recently adapted the classic Russian novel, The Master and Margarita, for the screen, poses for a portrait at his home on Wednesday, Feb. 28, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Jason Armond / Los Angeles Times)]  
  
    California 
    Column One: This L.A. director made a film in Russia. The Kremlin wasn’t happy. Then came death threats  
 
 Michael Lockshin’s adaptation of a beloved Russian book has drawn huge crowds — and put him at odds with Putin’s Kremlin.
   
 
  

      
              Opinion  
  
   	            [image: Special counsel Jack Smith speaks to reporters Friday, June 9, 2023, in Washington. Former President Donald Trump is facing 37 felony charges related to the mishandling of classified documents according to an indictment unsealed on Friday. (AP Photo/Alex Brandon)]  
    Litman: Jack Smith’s latest push to get Donald Trump’s Jan. 6 trial moving before the election  
 


   
	            [image: Yellow films storage boxes holding Kodachrome vintage transparency slides dating from 1960s with Light box for editing images. (Photo by: Geography Photos/Universal Images Group via Getty Images)]  
    Opinion: Think life just keeps getting worse? Try being nostalgic — for the present  
 


   
	            [image: Assemblyman Matt Haney, D-San Francisco, calls on lawmakers to approve a measure he was carrying allowing Los Angeles, Oakland and San Francisco, to set up places where opioid users could legally inject drugs in supervised settings, during the Assembly session in Sacramento, Calif., on Thursday, June 30, 2022. The Assembly approved the measure and sent it to back to the Senate for final consideration. (AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli)]  
    Abcarian: California workers, does your boss bug you after hours and on weekends? This bill is for you  
 


   
	            [image: FILE - Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, left, and Vice President Joe Biden talk prior to a meeting on the sidelines of the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, Jan. 21, 2016. President Joe Biden spoke Sunday, March 19, 2023, with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to “express concern” over his government’s planned overhaul of the country’s judicial system that has sparked widespread protests across Israel and to encourage compromise. (AP Photo/Michel Euler, File)]  
    Editorial: Netanyahu’s government is to blame for rift in historic Israel-U.S. alliance  
 


   

    
         California Living  
  
 	         [image: Tommy Wallach, right, and Terry Pettigrew-Rolapp, left, in an escape room.]  
    This L.A. escape room explores corporate greed — and shows how corruptible you really are  
 



	         [image: Hollywood, CA - January 16: Architects Anupama Mann and Siddhartha Majumdar, of the architecture studio Wyota Workshop, have converted the garage behind the 1912 Craftsman home of Russell Brown, into a two-story ADU, in Hollywood, CA, photographed, Tuesday, Jan. 16, 2024. (Jay L. Clendenin / Los Angeles Times)]  
 For Subscribers
   This gorgeous Craftsman-inspired ADU in Hollywood was once a rickety garage  
 



	         [image: Guests onboard the simulator attraction Star Tours, with droid C-3PO in the captain's seat.]  
    The unmissable addition to Disneyland’s Star Tours ride? Space whales  
 





       De Los  
  
 	         [image: Valentina,  Justin Torres and cast of 'Blood in Blood out' movie]  
    Valentina, Justin Torres and more on the Latinidad Stage at the L.A. Times Festival of Books  
 



	         [image: Sincerely Jules with Los Angeles Backdrop]  
    Blogger Julie Sariñana’s 5 favorite Latino-owned businesses in L.A.  
 



	         [image: Jennifer Lopez and street signs; "Uptown & The Bronx"]  
    Latinx Files: Why does everyone suddenly hate Jennifer Lopez?  
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       Try today’s Crossword  
 
     
  
 
                [image: Los Angeles Times News Quiz logo]  
       Try this week’s News Quiz  
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      Subscribers are Reading  
  
 	    Politics 
 For Subscribers
   California’s housing crisis is hitting Nevada hard. Could that help Trump win a crucial state?  
 



	    Books 
 For Subscribers
   The 50 best Hollywood books of all time  
 



	    Chargers 
    Why Jim Harbaugh jumped at chance to live ‘The Rockford Files’ RV beach life  
 



	    Opinion 
    Opinion: I’ve covered California’s homeless since before the word was used. This is what I learned  
 



	    World & Nation 
 For Subscribers
   L.A. synagogue’s invite to Muslims for Ramadan ends in tears and resignations. Can they heal?  
 





  
  

      
              Californians Are Reading
  
 	         [image: Julio Urías, lanzador de los Dodgers de Los Ángeles, camina rumbo a la caseta del equipo después de la parte alta de la quinta entrada, del segundo juego de una doble cartelera de su equipo en contra de los Marlins de Miami, el sábado 19 de agosto de 2023, en Los Ángeles. (AP Foto/Ryan Sun)]  
    Former Dodger Julio Urías charged with five misdemeanors stemming from 2023 arrest  
 



	         [image: Hundreds of albacore tuna pile up across a cannery floor as workers in aprons look on.]  
    The L.A. island that was home to seven decades of ‘lost communities’   
 



	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - April 08: Duke Brobby watches the solar eclipse at Griffith Observatory on Monday, April 8, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Solar eclipse thrills crowds in California as it darkens swath of countryside  
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     Don’t Miss
  
 	         [image: Two women pose back to back while carrying helmets in front of a red Ford truck.]  
    Hollywood’s stunt-driving industry is dominated by men. These women are fighting for change  
 



	         [image: BEVERLY HILLS-CA-MARCH 18, 2024: Actor Chris Perfetti is photographed at home in Los Angeles on March 18, 2024. (Christina House / Los Angeles Times)]  
    For ‘Abbott Elementary’s’ Chris Perfetti, ‘tragic circumstances’ are comedy gold  
 



	         [image: a row of "now showing" marquee frames]  
    Movies are back? At CinemaCon, theater owners and studios will make the case  
 





      Guides
  
           [image: Illustration of a series of location pins in the sky with the sequential stages of an eclipse on them.]  
    6 excellent L.A. spots to watch the awe-inspiring solar eclipse   
 



         [image: Illustration of Palm Springs]  
 For Subscribers
   25 of the best restaurants and bars for your Palm Springs or Coachella road trip  
 



         [image: Native California wildflowers in the scenic Alta Vicente Reserve. Volunteers from the Palos Verdes Land Conservancy work in the scenic Alta Vicente Reserve to plant native plants as part of a habitat restoration project, and to remove invasive non-native weeds on Saturday, March 23, 2024.]  
    18 ways to volunteer with native plants in and around L.A.  
 



         [image: LaKretz bridge.]  
    9 lovely walks to explore L.A.’s most beautiful bridges  
 



         [image: Monthly recap photos]  
 For Subscribers
   The best places to eat and drink in L.A. this month, according to our food writers  
 



         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 21: Camly Nguyen smiles in between sipping Jeremie Hutchet Pet Nat alongside Jenevieve Heo at Red Room on Thursday, March 21, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Michael Blackshire / Los Angeles Times)]  
 For Subscribers
   Where to eat, drink and party late-night in Koreatown  
 



         [image: A "Broadway Rose" streetlight set against the iconic U.S. Bank Tower.]  
    This guide to L.A.’s historic streetlights will illuminate your view of the city  
 



         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 19: Kteam Korean BBQ restaurant on Tuesday, March 19, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Jason Armond / Los Angeles Times)]  
 For Subscribers
   25 of the best Korean barbecue restaurants in Koreatown and beyond  
 



         [image: Capilano Suspension Bridge Park, Vancouver.]  
 For Subscribers
   14 glorious things to do in Vancouver, the ‘California of Canada’   
 



         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 19: A table of guests enjoy various Korean chicken dishes from Chimmelier with a variety of fun dipping sauces in Los Angeles, CA, Tuesday, March 19, 2024. (Jason Armond / Los Angeles Times )]  
    7 favorite spots for Korean fried chicken in Koreatown  
 



         [image: a woman with a glass of champaign wearing a monocle made of a penny]  
    17 luxurious things to do in L.A. under $100  
 



         [image: A photograph of the Japanese Garden for Inland Water Walks.]  
    7 perfect L.A. spots beyond the beach for a tranquil walk by the water  
 




       Columnists
  
       
  	            [image: Gustavo Arellano]  
      Gustavo Arellano   
     Column: More than just a store, 99 Cents Only gave a fair shake to all who entered  
 
 
  


  
      
  	            [image: Anita Chabria]  
      Anita Chabria   
     Even Trump knows Republicans have gone too far on abortion  
 
 
  


  
      
  	            [image: Mark Z. Barabak]  
      Mark Z. Barabak   
     Column: Trump hoped to sidestep the abortion issue. Arizona’s near-total ban shows why he can’t   
 
 
  


  
  

   
  

        More News
  
        
              [image: HOOVER DAM, NV and AZ - APRIL 03: View of the Colorado River continuing past Hoover Dam, on the border between Nevada and Arizona, on Monday, April 3, 2023. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
   SoCal will see spike in water rates, taxes to cover rising costs and conservation efforts  
 
The Metropolitan Water District, which delivers imported water to Southern California, is raising rates and property taxes to cover rising costs. 


 

                     [image: Assemblyman Vince Fong, R-Bakersfield, right, vice chair of the Assembly budget committee, criticizes the state budget plan carried by Assemblyman Phil Ting, D-San Francisco, left, the chair of the budget committee, at the Capitol in Sacramento, Calif., Tuesday, June 27, 2023. Both houses approved the $310.8 billion spending plan that covers the nearly $32 billion budget deficit without raiding the state's saving account. Fong noted the budget Democrats approved assumes much higher tax revenue than the projections from the nonpartisan Legislative Analyst's Office. (AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli)]  
    A California candidate will be on the ballot twice in November. What if he wins both races?  
 


    
                 [image: FILE - Republican presidential candidate former President Donald Trump speaks at a Get Out The Vote rally in Conway, S.C., Feb. 10, 2024. Trump still says he's proud that the Supreme Court justices he nominated overturned Roe v. Wade. Yet he avoided questions about whether he would support a national abortion ban should he return to the White House. Trump tried to put the issue to rest on Monday, April 8, in a video statement where Trump did not call for a national abortion ban, disappointing religious conservatives. (AP Photo/Manuel Balce Ceneta, File)]  
    Trump is about to go on trial in New York. Here’s what to expect  
 


    
                 [image: LOS ANGELES,CA APRIL 8, 2024 - From left, Sunwoo Neo, Taara Bhojwani & Hannah Chu all USC students, were part of the crowd that gathered at the California Science Center wearing protective eye-wear and starring skyward to view a partial solar eclipse on Monday, April 8, 2024. Southern California was far from the ``path of totality'' that saw the sun completely blocked out in some other parts of the country. (Al Seib / For The Times)]  
    OK, the eclipse was cool, but those glasses aren’t. Now what?  
 


    
           
                     Federal EPA limits toxic ‘forever chemicals’ in drinking water  
 


   
           And the heat keeps coming: Global temperature record broken for 10th month in a row in March  
 


   
           L.A. County Fed joins labor groups calling for cease-fire in Gaza  
 


   
           County approves $25-million settlement for deaf, autistic man shot by deputies in his living room  
 


   
   
   

  
       
 	         [image: President Joe Biden and Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida participate in a news conference in the Rose Garden of the White House, Wednesday, April 10, 2024, in Washington. (AP Photo/Alex Brandon)]  
    Biden praises Prime Minister Kishida’s leadership and Japan’s growing international clout  
 



	         [image: Rod Carew acknowledges the fans after his 3,000th career hit.]  
    Rod Carew says rift with Arte Moreno is the reason he won’t visit Angel Stadium  
 



	         [image: Republican presidential candidate former President Donald Trump visits a Chick-fil-A eatery, Wednesday, April 10, 2024, in Atlanta. (AP Photo/Jason Allen)]  
    New York appeals court rejects Trump’s third request to delay Monday’s hush money trial  
 



	         [image: Rays center fielder Jose Siri makes a sliding catch during the second inning.]  
    Rays strike early and win series finale against the Angels  
 





 Newsletter
  Start your day right
  
  Sign up for Essential California for news, features and recommendations from the L.A. Times and beyond in your inbox six days a week. 
    Enter email address
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   You may occasionally receive promotional content from the Los Angeles Times.
   
  

      
             Join the Conversation
  
   	           [image: A firefighter watches a flames approach the Mandeville Canyon neighborhood during the Getty fire, Monday, Oct. 28, 2019, in Los Angeles, Calif. (AP Photo/ Christian Monterrosa)]  
    Upscale Westside L.A. neighborhoods hit very hard by State Farm home insurance cancellations   
 


  
	           [image: FILE - In this Oct. 28, 2020 file photo, President Donald Trump speaks at a campaign rally in Bullhead City, Ariz. Newly released records show the top Republicans in Arizona’s largest county dodged calls from Donald Trump and his allies in the aftermath of the 2020 election, as the then-president sought to prevent the certification of Joe Biden’s victory in key battleground states. (AP Photo/John Locher, File)]  
    Column: Trump hoped to sidestep the abortion issue. Arizona’s near-total ban shows why he can’t   
 


  
	           [image: Toothbrushes are among the many products now locked behing security glass at a Target in Pasadena.]  
    Can California curb retail theft without changing Prop. 47? Assembly Democrats unveil their plan  
 


  
	           [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - AUGUST 05: Residents of Hillside Villa attend a tenants association meeting where they discuss possible solutions to the rent increase under current their current landlord, Tom Botz on Thursday, Aug. 5, 2021 in Los Angeles, CA. (Jason Armond / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Opinion: How tenant unions are finding power in numbers to fight L.A.’s housing crisis   
 


  

    
    
  

      
          Editors’ Pick
  
            [image: JERUSALEM, ISRAEL -- MARCH 22, 2024: Worshippers listen to a sermon about the suffering in Gaza during Dhuhr afternoon prayers in the Al-Aqsa mosque compound in Jerusalem, Israel, Friday, March 22, 2024. (MARCUS YAM / LOS ANGELES TIMES)]  
   The war in Gaza reshapes Ramadan into a somber ritual in Jerusalem’s Old City  
 
As Ramadan fasting ends amid the Israel-Hamas war, Palestinian Muslims in Jerusalem’s Old City are somber, skipping festivities in sympathy with Gazans’ suffering.
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           Food  
  
 	         [image: A diptych showing a portrait of Jose Andres on the left, and chilled yogurt soup on the right.]  
    A new Mediterranean cookbook from José Andrés celebrates ‘dishes that belong to the people’  
 



	         [image: WASHINGTON, DC - Joan Nathan in her kitchen in Washington, DC photographed on April 3, 2024. Deb Lindsey/For The Times]  
    Joan Nathan is more than a Jewish cookbook writer. Her new memoir reveals why   
 



	         [image: Sara Kramer and Sarah Hymanson, right, and a table of fruits and vegetables, left.]  
    Want to cook vegetables better? The new Kismet cookbook shows us how  
 





  
         101 Best Restaurants  
  
 	         [image: LOS ANGELES , CA - OCTOBER 10: Butternut Squash Tortelloni from Osteria Mozza on Monday, Oct. 10, 2022 in Los Angeles , CA. (Shelby Moore / For The Times)]  
    23 newcomers to the 101 Best Restaurants in L.A. guide  
 





  
  

      
           Climate California  
  
          [image: Anaheim, CA - March 11: Autopia cars for sale outside Autopia ride in Tomorrowland at Disneyland Monday, March 11, 2024. (Allen J. Schaben / Los Angeles Times)]  
   Column: Hurry up with the electric cars, Disneyland. There’s no time to waste  
 
Getting rid of gas engines at Autopia is a great start. Hopefully the ride’s next sponsor will be a true climate champion.




         [image: LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CA- APRIL 05: Jaime Sanchez, left; Maria Padilla, Esther Rojo, Stephanie Sanchez and Ruben Sanchez are among the residents of unincorporated Los Nietos who oppose a new permit for the hazardous waste facility Phibro-Tech (background) located in neighboring Santa Fe Springs. They have expressed health concerns because of the proximity. Photographed on Friday, April 5, 2024. (Myung J. Chun / Los Angeles Times)]  
    This SoCal hazardous waste facility could get a new permit despite past violations  
 



         [image: In this photo provided by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, juvenile Chinook salmon swim in a raceway at Iron Fish Gate Hatchery, Siskiyou County, Calif., before their relocation on July 7, 2021. Baby salmon are dying in the thousands in one river and an entire run of endangered salmon could be wiped out in another due to the blistering heat waves and extended drought in the U.S. West. Recently California fish and wildlife officials decided not to release more than 1 million hatchery-raised baby chinook salmon into the wild, and instead drove them to several hatcheries that could host them until Klamath River conditions improve. (Travis VanZant/CDFW via AP)]  
    As fish deaths increase at pumps, critics urge California agencies to improve protections   
 



         [image: SPARKS, NEVADA, NOVEMBER 20, 2023 - Tammie Mund helps her husband Gary Mund get up from his office chair in their home in Sparks, Nevada on Monday November 20, 2023.. Gary has Parkinson's Disease as a result of exposure to the herbicide Paraquat, and is part of a lawsuit against it's manufacturer and hopes to see it banned. (Monique Sady / For The Times)]  
    California moves to ban the use of paraquat, a powerful weedkiller  
 



         [image: Oljato-Monument Valley, UT - December 12: A bird takes flight over Monument Valley in the Navajo Nation on Tuesday, Dec. 12, 2023 in Oljato-Monument Valley, UT. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    This epic slice of Arizona feeds their souls but lacks a basic necessity: Water  
 






  
  

      
           Entertainment & Arts  
  
          [image: A man in white sings into a microphone while members of his rock band play guitars and drums around him]  
   Aerosmith farewell tour is back on with new L.A. date, months after Steven Tyler injury  
 
Aerosmith will resume its farewell Peace Out tour months after frontman Steven Tyler dealt with a ‘serious’ vocal-cord injury. See the new Los Angeles date.




         [image: Travis Kelce, Taylor Swift and Lil Dicky]  
    Travis Kelce pal Lil Dicky calls those who diss Taylor Swift relationship ‘bitter losers’  
 



         [image: A young Black woman with braided hair in a bright green velvet suit and a black shirt smiling against a BBC backdrop]  
    Black ‘Romeo & Juliet’ star backed by 800+ actors condemning ‘racist and misogynistic abuse’  
 



         [image: Jay Will and Sylvester Stallone in "Tulsa King"]  
    Sylvester Stallone allegedly insults ‘Tulsa King’ background actors. Their casting agency quit  
 



         [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - OCTOBER 19: The Melrose Gate of Paramount Pictures Studio located at 5555 Melrose Ave in Hollywood. A sexual assault suspect who was arrested on the Paramount lot early Monday after a 90-minute standoff with police has been identified as Bryan Gudiel Barrios. Fullerton Police Cpl. Billy Phu said that Barrios, 36, is currently hospitalized with non-lethal, self-inflicted knife wounds. Hollywood on Monday, Oct. 19, 2020 in Los Angeles, CA. (Al Seib / Los Angeles Times]  
    Paramount, Shari Redstone face investor angst over possible Skydance deal   
 






       Sports  
  
          [image: Rod Carew acknowledges the fans after his 3,000th career hit.]  
   Rod Carew says rift with Arte Moreno is the reason he won’t visit Angel Stadium  
 
Celebrated Angel Rod Carew says the team owner and president have made it impossible for him to feel comfortable returning to Angel Stadium.




         [image: Los Angeles Dodgers designated hitter Shohei Ohtani (17) is tagged out at home plate by Minnesota Twins catcher Christian Vázquez to end the top of the seventh inning of a baseball game Wednesday, April 10, 2024, in Minneapolis. (AP Photo/Abbie Parr)]  
    Shohei Ohtani tag-out at home plate defines Dodgers’ road-trip finale loss to Twins  
 



         [image: Rory McIlroy hits out of the rough on the 14th hole during the final round of the 2023 U.S. Open ]  
    Can Rory McIlroy finally win the Masters to complete his elusive career grand slam?  
 



         [image: Los Angeles Clippers guard Russell Westbrook (0) celebrates his 3-pointer as he runs past Phoenix Suns guard Grayson Allen during the first half of an NBA basketball game Tuesday, April 9, 2024, in Phoenix. (AP Photo/Ross D. Franklin)]  
    Clippers look ahead to playoffs after win over Suns that encapsulates their season  
 



         [image: The Lakers' LeBron James raises his arms and disputes a call during a loss to the Warriors Tuesday]  
    Lakers newsletter: The playoff path is grim, but the Lakers might catch a break  
 






  
          LA Times Today  
  
 	         [image: LA Times Today: Her file sat untouched for 15 years. Why did it take so long to find Ruby Scott’s killer?]  
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